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Strategi ommuniation: sreening and signaling in afreelane journalist - editor game∗Asensión Andina-Díaz †November 3, 2008AbstratWe model strategi ommuniation as a two-period game between an ad-visor and a deision maker, in whih the advisor has private information ona poliy-relevant state of the world but does not know the motives of thedeision maker. If the advisor has the desire to please the deision makerand there is a positive probability that the deision maker values informa-tion, we identify di�erent modes of ommuniation that lead to informationdislosure. We disuss our results in the ontext of a freelane journalist -editor game. Among the results is that if the journalist su�iently values se-ond period payo�, no information is transmitted in period one and the onlyequilibria implies information manipulation. Additionally, we show that thequality of the ommuniation proess does not depend on who manipulatesthe information although welfare does.Keywords: Strategi Communiation; Conformity; Sreening; Signaling; Mass MediaJEL: C72; D72; D831 IntrodutionCommuniation is a very omplex ativity whih is a�eted by numerous variables.One of them being the desire of the sender to please the reeiver with her behavior.There are many examples where this searh of esteem is present: a worker whowishes to be hired by an employer, a hild who wants the approvement of herparents, a referee who wishes her report to be useful to the editor, et. In all theseases, it is not surprising that the sender biases her information in the diretion that
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is preferred by the reeiver. The point is what to say when, at the ommuniationstage, the sender is not sure about the motives of the reeiver. This unertaintyabout whih information the reeiver likes may a�et whih and when informationis transmitted.To larify this point, onsider a game between a freelane journalist and an ed-itor. Freelane journalist are independent ontrators that may be hired by mediaoutlets to inform about spei� events.1 Suppose that the journalist has relevantinformation about some event and that the editor is interested in that informa-tion. In this ase, information transmission may not ourred in equilibrium evenif both, the journalist and the editor, bene�t from the revelation of information,if the journalist is not sure about the motives of the editor and wants to pleasethe editor with her report. In partiular, if the freelane worker onsiders thatthere is a positive probability that the editor likes biased reports, manipulation ofinformation may our in equilibrium. Additionally, if we further onsider that thejournalist and the editor meet more than one, the problem of information manip-ulation attahes a speial relevane: The freelane worker may �nd it pro�table tomanipulate her report in the �rst meeting so as to learn the motives of the editorand behave optimally afterwards.This paper presents a model of strategi ommuniation that aptures thespei�s of this situation. It identi�es di�erent modes of ommuniation that leadto information dislosure and analyze its welfare impliations. For expositionalpurposes, we present all the analysis that follows in terms of a freelane journalist- editor game. Note, nevertheless, that there is a wide range of settings whereour model an provide some light. For example, it ould be used to representthe relationship between a �rm that ompetes for the provision of some publiprourement and the orresponding authority/government, if the �rm onsidersthat the authority may have a private interest di�erent to the maximization ofsoial welfare. For example, think of an arhiteture studio that ompetes withother �rms for a ontrat to design the expansion of a town. The studio mayhoose to submit a projet that plans the expansion of the town in an e�ient way(that usually requires growth in onentri irles), whih an be thought of asbeing the preferred poliy of a responsible loal authority. Di�erently, the studiomay hoose a projet that plans the expansion of the town favoring a partiulararea (whih ould be the preferred poliy of a loal authority with private interestsin that area). Similarly, our model ould also represent the relationship betweena lient and a lawyer or a patient and a physiian if, at the ommuniation stage,the sender doubts about the ultimate motives of the reeiver.The model has the following struture. A deision maker (editor) asks an advi-sor (freelane journalist) to help him hoose between two alternatives. The game1This type of temporary work arrangement has greatly inreased in importane in the mediaindustry over the last two deades. Saundy et al. (2007) observe that : "The UK audio-visualindustry has entirely transformed over the last 20 years, from a market haraterized by stable-regulated employment into one in whih around half of the available labor pool is made up offreelane workers". 2



onsists of two periods and the same freelane journalist is onsulted in both peri-ods. The journalist has private information on a poliy-relevant state of the world.For example, whether interest rates will go down in near future, whih politialparty will better deal with the eonomi situation, et. On the ontrary, the editorhas private information on his own motives: whether he prefers to publish valuable-truthful- information to the itizens, or he has state independent preferenes andalways wants to stand on a partiular position. At the beginning of eah period,the journalist writes a report (advise) saying whih state prevails. Upon reeivingthe report, the editor takes an ation: he hooses whether to publish the report(or, equivalently, to support the inherent poliy in the newspaper/editorial), or topublish another report saying that the prevailing state of the nature is a di�erentone (then presribing in a di�erent diretion). The editor is thus free to standon any poliy. We onsider, however, that the editor meets a ertain ost if hedisregards the report of the journalist and does not stand on that position. Thisost is meant to represent the losses of a delay in publiation, the time that theeditor devotes to ask for a seond report or to rewrite it, et. The editor an beeither of two types: honest, who prefers to publish relevant -truthful- information;and biased, who always wants to publish the very same information, independentlyof the state of the nature. The freelane journalist wants her report to appear inthe newspaper (or, equivalently, wants the media outlet to stand on her advise).This assumption represents a situation where the journalist gets a remunerationbased on the approval (publiation) or not of her report. More generally, it may beinterpreted as representing any ase where the advisor wishes to be well pereivedby the editor and understands that having her report published is a signal of it.We assume, however, that the freelane worker inurs in a ost for lying, meaningthat either she is honest in nature or values having a reputation for honesty. In anyase, it implies that, eteris paribus, the advisor values revealing her information.Both, the journalist's report and the editor's ation, diretly a�et the advisor andthe deision maker's payo�s. We analyze the two-period version of this game. Westudy the inentives of the journalist to report truthfully, as well as her inentivesto use information in period one as a sreening devie to di�erentiate the typesof the editor, whih allows the journalist to maximize her seond period payo�.We also analyze under whih onditions the editor �nds it pro�table to signal hispreferenes at period one so as to guarantee his maximal payo� in period two.As the paper fouses on the problem of eliiting information, we restrit ourattention to a subset of equilibria where information is transmitted in period two.Our results for the �rst period show that full information transmission is possiblein equilibrium and that it is more likely to our the higher the prior probabilitythat the editor is honest, the higher the ethi of the journalist and/or the higher thejournalist's weight of period one relative to her weight of period two. It does notdepend, however, on the ost of a delay in publiation or, to say it di�erently, on thetehnology used to proess news. Interestingly, if the seond period is su�ientlyimportant to the journalist, no information is transmitted in equilibrium in periodone. Thus, if we were to onsider that the game plays for a �nite and greater3



than two number of periods, the longer the horizon of the game, the higher theprobability that no information is transmitted in period one. In this ase, it isinteresting to onsider whether the players have inentives to manipulate theirinformation in period one so as to learn how to behave in the subsequent period/s.Thus, we next fous on these situations in whih one of the agents strategiallyuse information in period one. We obtain that a sreening equilibrium (in whihthe freelane journalist uses information as a sreening devie to learn the motivesof the editor) exists and that it is more likely to hold the higher the ost of adelay in publiation and the higher the players' weights of period two relative totheir weights of period one. Interestingly, we also obtain that the journalist �ndsit more pro�table to manipulate information and sreen the editor, the higher herbelief that the editor is honest! Finally, we obtain that a signaling equilibrium(in whih the editor signals his motives) exists and is more likely to our thehigher the ethi of the journalist and the higher the editor's weight of period tworelative to his weight of period one. Interestingly, we observe that this equilibriumexists for parameter values for whih there is no other type of ommuniation (ofthose studied). In partiular, it is the ase for high beliefs of the editor beingbiased. This result has an interesting reading: in orrupt or biased ontexts, theprevailing mode of ommuniation involves the revelation of information by thehonest deision maker, who, by so doing, aims to di�erentiate from the dominatingbiased type.We then analyze the quality of the ommuniation proess and the welfare im-pliations of these three modes of ommuniation. We obtain that if we onsidereditizens that value relevant information, they would be indi�erent between the twotypes of information manipulation, as both yield the same probability that thewrong information is published. However, from the point of view of the mediasetor (journalist and editor), the signaling senario is generally preferred to thesreening senario. Last, we obtain that although the informative senario is thebest from the itizens' point of view; it is not neessarily the ase from the mediasetor's point of view. In partiular, it is so when seond period payo�s are suf-�iently high, in whih ase information manipulation may dominate informationtransmission.Formally, our paper builds on the literature on strategi information trans-mission between two parties. A distintive feature of our model is that the twoparties have useful information to the other and that both, the sender and thereeiver, have inentives to aommodate their objetives. We analyze two meh-anisms that help them aomplish this objetive: that of signaling, whih was �rstinvestigated by Spene (1973), and that of sreening, whih was �rst studied byRothshild and Stiglitz (1976). In the present paper, additionally, messages arediretly relevant to payo�s, whih distinguishes our model from the heap talkgames, pioneered by Crawford and Sobel (1982). Despite this di�erene, the basiinsight of their paper, that of less information being transmitted when the pref-erenes of the sender and the reeiver diverge, is, to some extend, in the presentmodel. Finally, our paper is also related to the literature on herds and onformity4



(Prendergast (1993), Bernheim (1994) and Morris (2001), among others). In par-tiular, the exogenous desire of the the advisor to onform to the opinion of thedeision maker, links our paper to this literature. There is, however, a fundamentaldi�erene between this paper and the literature on herds. Whereas in the presentpaper the advisor knows the state of the world and is unertain about how shewill be evaluated; in the literature on herds, experts usually know the evaluationfuntion but do not have aurate information on the state (hene, they want toherd on the message that makes them look as if they had that information).Topially, our paper ontributes to the blooming literature on the mass mediaand the ontent of news. Reent ontributions to this literature identi�es a numberof variables that a�et the ontent of information. Using a demand-side argument,Mullainathan and Shleifer (2005) study how the preferenes of the viewers a�etthe auray of news and Andina-Díaz (2008) analyzes how this auray is a�etedby the readers' purhasing habits. More numerous are the papers that onsidera supply-side argument. Among them, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006), Stromberg(2004), Anderson and MLaren (2005), Balan et al. (2005) or Gabszewiz et al.(2001), who point to di�erent fators that a�et the information transmitted, suhas reputation, tehnology, ownership struture or revenues. None of these papers,however, onsider in detail the transmission of information between the soure ofthe news and its outlet, and how unertainty may a�et this transmission. OnlyBaron (2006) expliitly model the relationship between a journalist and an editorbut his fous is media bias, whereas ours is the ommuniation proess.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we present the model.In Setion 3 we fous on three modes of ommuniation and analyze the onditionsunder whih suh ommuniation strutures exist in equilibrium. In Setion 4 weanalyze the welfare of the agents involved in the prodution of news and then studythe quality of the ommuniation proess or, equivalently, the welfare of the newsonsumers. Finally, Setion 6 onludes.2 The modelConsider a game between a freelane journalist (advisor) J and an editor (deisionmaker) E, in whih the journalist has private information on a poliy-relevantstate of the world but laks information on the motives of the editor. The gameonsists of two periods, and the same freelane journalist is onsulted in bothperiods. In eah period t ∈ {1, 2}, the state of the world is wt ∈ {0, 1}, and theprior probability on the true state being 0 is θ ∈ (0, 1). The states w1 and w2 aredrawn independently.At the beginning of eah period, the journalist observes the true state of theworld with ertainty. Upon observing the state, she hooses a message (writes areport) mt ∈ {0, 1} to send to the editor. The editor reeives the message andtakes an ation at ∈ {0, 1}. The editor is free to stand on any position: he anpublish the report of the journalist or disregard it and publish a report that stands5



on the other position. We assume, however, that the editor meets a positive ost
c if his ation does not orrespond to the advise of the journalist. We refer to c asthe tehnologial ost of proessing news and it represents the ost of a delay inpubliation, the ost of rewriting the report, et. We onsider that the editor anbe either of two types: honest or biased, and that this is private information ofthe editor. With probability β ∈ (0, 1), the editor is honest and wants to publishrelevant -truthful- information; with probability 1 − β, he is biased and alwayswants to publish the very same information, independently of the state of theworld. Without loss of generality, we assume that the biased editor preferred stateis 0. The freelane journalist wants her report to be published by the editor. Thisassumption represents the idea that the freelane journalist reeives a monetarytransfer when her reports are published, or that she values status and popularityand so wants to be well pereived by the editor. Hene, there is in the model anexogenous inentive to the journalist to �nd out the editor's motives and to onformto them. We nevertheless onsider that the journalist enounters disutility d forlying and so that, eteris paribus, she prefers to be truthful.After the editor takes his hoie, the �rst-period payo�s are realized. Then, anew state w2 is drawn, with the journalist observing it and sending a new message
m2, and the editor hoosing the report a2 to publish.The payo� funtion of the freelane journalist in this two-period game is givenby

−λJ
1

[
d (w1 − m1)

2 + (m1 − a1)
2
]
− λJ

2

[
d (w2 − m2)

2 + (m2 − a2)
2
]where λJ

1 > 0 and λJ
2 > 0 are the journalist's weight of period one and two,respetively, and d ∈ (0, 1). The assumed payo� funtion says that the journalistreeives maximal utility (disutility) when she sends an informative (uninformative)report and it gets (does not get) published. When these two events annot ourat the same time, d < 1 implies that the freelane journalist prefers being approvedto being truthful.2The total utility of the honest editor is given by
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]where λE

1 > 0 and λE
2 > 0 are the editor's weigh of period one and two, respetively,and c ∈ (0, 1). This payo� funtion says that the honest editor wants to synhronizethe position adopted with the state of the world, and that he pays ost c when hedoes not use the report of the journalist and hooses to stand on the other diretioninstead. Hene, he obtains maximal utility (disutility) when the journalist sendsthe right report and he publishes (does not publish) it. When the two eventsannot our at the same time, c < 1 implies that the honest editor prefers to2If we were to assume d > 1, in equilibrium, we would obtain full dislosure of state-relevantinformation. See footnote 4 for an extended disussion on this matter.6



orretly math the position adopted with the state of the world, even thought itimplies a delay in publiation.3Finally, we assume that the total utility of the biased editor is
−λE

1

[
a1 + c (m1 − a1)

2
]
− λE

2

[
a2 + c (m2 − a2)

2
]whih reads that the biased editor gains from reporting in favor of (his preferred)state 0, and that he pays ost c when he does not publish the journalist's reportand stands on the other position instead.3 Equilibrium analysisIn this setion we analyze the onditions under whih there is an equilibrium inperiod two in whih the journalist truthfully reveals her information as long asshe does not learn that the editor is biased, in whih ase she onforms to themotives of the latter and reports 0. Assuming that information is transmittedin the seond period of the game whenever part of an equilibrium strategy, wethen analyze three highly intuitive modes of ommuniation that may take plaein period one when the journalist wants to please the editor and the latter bene�tsfrom the onformity of the journalist. We obtain that, despite the desire of thejournalist to onform to the editor's motives, there is an equilibrium in whih thejournalist fully reveals her information in period one. Additionally, and preiselybeause of this interest of the journalist to please the reeiver, we observe thatif players su�iently value seond period payo�s, there is a sreening equilibriumin whih the journalist manipulates her information in period one so as to learnthe motives of the editor. Last, and beause the editor also bene�ts from theonformity of the journalist, we show that if the editor is patient enough, thereis a signaling equilibrium in whih it is the editor who sari�es his �rst periodpayo� so as to reveal his intentions.We solve the two-period game by bakward indution. Our equilibrium oneptis the perfet Bayesian equilibrium. We fous on pure strategy equilibria.Seond period of the gameThe journalist enters the seond period of the game with an updated belief of thetype of the editor. Given the editor's behavior in the �rst period, we have threeases: (i) the journalist learns that she is playing with a biased editor; (ii) thejournalist learns that she is playing with an honest editor; and (iii) the journalistdoes not learn the type of the editor. We onsider eah of the ases separately andanalyze, for eah of them, the equilibria of the seond period of the game.(i) The journalist learns that she is playing with a biased editor. In other words,the posterior belief that the editor is honest is zero. In this ase, the journalist3If we were to assume c > 1, in equilibrium, we would obtain that the editor (either honestor biased) would always follow the presription of the journalist. See footnote 4.7



knows that the (biased) editor will always publish a2 = 0. To see it, note thatfor all m2 ∈ {0, 1} and c ∈ (0, 1), the biased editor's utility if he hooses 0 is
−λE

2

[
c (m2)

2
]
, whih is always greater than his utility if he hooses 1, whih is

−λE
2

[
1 + c (m2 − 1)2

]. The journalist antiipates the editor's behavior and, giventhat she prefers being approved to being truthful, sends message m2 = 0, indepen-dently of the state of the world. Hene, if the journalist knows that she is playingwith a biased editor, in the unique equilibrium of the seond period of the game,
∀w2 ∈ {0, 1}, m∗

2 = 0 and, ∀m2 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗2 = 0.4(ii) The journalist learns that she is playing with an honest editor. It meansthat the posterior belief that the editor is honest is one. In this ase, there alwaysexists an equilibrium in whih the journalist truthfully reveals the state of theworld. To see it, onsider that, ∀w2 ∈ {0, 1}, the journalist's strategy is m2 = w2.By Bayes' rule, the editor assigns probability one to the true state being 0 (1)when he observes message 0 (1). This implies that, ∀m2 ∈ {0, 1}, the (honest)editor's best response is a2 = m2, whih gives him utility 0; whereas his utility ifhe hooses a2 6= m2 is −λE
2 [1 + c]. The journalist antiipates that the editor willalways publish her advise and so, �nds it optimal to reveal the true state of theworld, whih gives her utility 0. Hene, if the journalist knows that she is playingwith an honest editor, there is an equilibrium in the seond period of the game inwhih, ∀w2 ∈ {0, 1}, m∗

2 = w2 and, ∀m2 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗2 = m2.(iii) The journalist does not learn the type of the editor. In this ase, there isan equilibrium in whih the journalist truthfully reveals the state of the world. Forthis strategy pro�le to be part of an equilibrium, β̂ ≥ 1 − d must hold, where β̂ isthe posterior belief that the editor is honest. To show it, note that the biased editoralways �nds it optimal to publish 0, and that the honest editor, in an informativeset-up, maximizes his payo� when he follows the journalist's advise. Given this,when the state is 0, the journalist �nds it optimal to report 0. In ontrast, whenthe state is 1, the journalist's payo� if she reports truthfully is −λJ
2 (1 − β̂), as4In the paper we assume that: (i) the journalist prefers being approved to being truthful(d ∈ (0, 1)) and (ii), the editor prefers to math the position adopted with his motives to save theost of a delay in publiation (c ∈ (0, 1)). To see that this is the most interesting senario for ourresults, let us fous on the seond period of the game and onsider d > 1. Suppose the extremease in whih the journalist knows that she is playing with a biased editor who will always publish

0. Note that this is the senario where the journalist has the strongest inentives to manipulateher information. The reader an easily see that, even in the most pro-manipulation senario, thejournalist prefers to reveal her information (whih implies a payo� of −λJ

2 [m2]), to onform to theeditor's motives (whih implies a payo� of −λJ

2 [dw2]). As a result, if d > 1, the journalist never�nds it pro�table to manipulate her information and, in equilibrium, we observe full dislosureof state-relevant information. Now onsider c > 1. Let us fous on the seond period of the gameand on the behavior of the biased editor. In this ase, we observe that the biased type prefers tofollow the presription of the journalist and avoid a delay in publiation (whih implies a payo�of −λE

2 [a2]), to stand on his preferred poliy (whih implies a payo� of −λE

2 [cm2]). In words, thebiased editor does no longer behave as biased. This results in a less interesting senario in whihthe editor basially mimis the behavior of the journalist.8



with probability (1− β̂) she meets a biased editor who does not publish her advise;whereas her payo� if she sends 0 is −λJ
2 d, as her report will always be publishedbut she inurs in ost d for lying. Hene, β̂ ≥ 1 − d guarantees that ∀w2 ∈ {0, 1},

m2 = w2. If the journalist does not learn the type of the editor, there is thereforean equilibrium in the seond period of the game in whih ∀w2 ∈ {0, 1}, m∗
2 = w2and, ∀m2 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗2 = m2 for the honest editor and a∗2 = 0 for the biased editor;if and only if β̂ ≥ 1 − d.In the analysis that follows, we assume that the journalist reveals her informa-tion in the seond period of the game when it is part of an equilibrium strategy.In other words, we onsider that the journalist reveals the true state of the worldwhen either she learns that the editor is honest or she does not learn the type ofthe editor (this requires that ondition β̂ ≥ 1 − d holds in this ase); and sends 0,independently of the state, when she learns that the editor is biased. We all thiskind of equilibrium a partially informative equilibrium.First period of the gameConsider that the partially informative equilibrium is played in the seond periodof the game. We now fous on three highly intuitive modes of ommuniation thatmay take plae in period one when the journalist is not sure about the motivesof the editor and wants to please the latter with her behavior. These modes ofommuniation are the following. First, the journalist reveals all her information(informative senario). Seond, the journalist manipulates her information so as tosreen the intentions of the editor and learn what to report in period two (sreeningsenario). Third, the editor signals his motives in period one so as to guaranteethe desired report in the seond period of the game (signaling senario). The �rstsenario an be understood as the benhmark ase, where the journalist is, to someextend, non strategi or myopi, in the sense that she plays as if she were sure thatthe editor is honest. Here we observe that if the journalist reveals her information,there is an equilibrium in whih the honest editor publishes the journalist's reportand the biased type publishes zero for any advie. We next allow for some moresophistiated behavior, either from the journalist's side or from the editor's side.In the sreening senario the main issue is the behavior of the journalist. Thus, wehere onsider that the editor behaves as in the informative set-up and onsider anew mode for the journalist to ommuniate with the deision maker. Finally, inthe signaling senario the main issue is the behavior of the editor. Thus, we on-sider that the journalist behaves as in the informative set-up and onsider a modefor the editor to transmit his information. Note that in both, the sreening andthe signaling senarios, there is one player that sari�es her �rst period payo� forinreasing future rents; whereas in the informative equilibrium there is not suh aloss.Informative senarioHere we show that there is an equilibrium in the �rst period of the game where9



the journalist reveals the true state of the world, the honest editor publishes thejournalist's report and the biased editor publishes 0, independently of the advie.We all this kind of equilibrium an informative equilibrium.Let us onsider that suh an equilibrium exists. In this equilibrium, the jour-nalist perfetly learns the type of the editor when she sends 1 in the �rst stage.In partiular, for m1 = 1, the posterior belief that the journalist has on the editorbeing honest is 0 when the editor hooses a1 = 0, and it is 1 when he hooses
a1 = 1. In ontrast, the journalist does not learn the type of the editor when shesends m1 = 0 in the �rst stage. In this ase, the posterior belief that the journalisthas on the editor being honest is the prior probability β when the editor publishes
0 (hene β̂ = β in this ase, with β ≥ 1 − d, as we onsider that a partially in-formative equilibrium is played in period two), and it is y when he deviates andpublishes 1 (hene β̂ = y in this ase, with y ∈ [1 − d, 1]).5With these posteriors at hand, we now analyze under whih onditions theabove spei�ation onstitutes an equilibrium. Let us therefore suppose that thejournalist reports truthfully in the �rst period of the game. Bayes' rule determinesthe posterior beliefs on the state of the world. We start analyzing the behavior ofthe editor.Consider the ase of the biased editor and let us suppose that the journalistsends m1 = 0. Remember that in this ase the journalist does not learn the typeof the editor; then she plays a separating strategy in the seond period. Thisdetermines a payo� of −λE

2 (1 − θ)c to the editor in period two, independently ofhis ation in period one.6 Hene, the biased editor's best response to a journalistsending m1 = 0 is a1 = 0, whih guarantees him a payo� of 0 in the �rst period(ation 1 implies a �rst period payo� of −λE
1 (1 + c)). Let us now suppose thatthe journalist sends m1 = 1 in period one. In this ase, the editor has the abilityto signal his type to the journalist, whih gives him the possibility to obtain hishighest payo� in period two. Hene, the biased editor hooses a1 = 0, whihimplies a total payo� of −λE

1 c, as ompared to a1 = 1 that implies a �rst periodpayo� of −λE
1 . Then, for all m1 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗1 = 0 for the biased editor.Consider now the ase of the honest editor. Note that, for all m1 ∈ {0, 1},if the editor hooses a1 = m1, the journalist then plays a separating strategy inperiod two, whih guarantees the former a total payo� of 0. In ontrast, if theeditor does a1 6= m1, he obtains a payo� of −λE

1 (1 + c) in period one. Hene, forall m1 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗1 = m1 for the honest editor.Finally, we have to analyze whether the journalist, who antiipates the editor'sbehavior, �nds it optimal to be truthful in period one. To this aim, let us startonsidering the ase w1 = 0, and suppose that the journalist plays her equilibriumstrategy m1 = w1. Then, β̂ = β. Here, her total payo� is −λJ
2 (1 − θ)(1 − β),as only in the ase the state is 1 in period two and the editor is biased, the5Note that y > 0, as d ∈ (0, 1). In words, out of the equilibrium path, the journalist assignspositive probability to the editor being honest.6If the biased editor deviates in period one, his optimal response in period two is a2 = 0,whih guarantees him this payo�. 10



journalist's report is not published. Now onsider the ase that the journalistdeviates and sends m1 = 1 for state w1 = 0.7 In this ase, her total payo� is
−λJ

1 [d + (1− β)]− λJ
2 (1 − θ)(1− β)d, as the journalist now pays the moral ost din period one and she also pays suh a ost in period two when the state is 1 andshe sends 0 beause she learns that the editor is biased. Hene, if w1 = 0, m∗

1 = 0if and only if λJ
1 ≥ (1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)

d+(1−β) λJ
2 . That is to say, if w1 = 0, to report truthfullyis more likely the smaller λJ

2 , and the higher λJ
1 , θ, β and/or d.Last, onsider the ase w1 = 1. Suppose the journalist sends m1 = 1. Thisimplies that with probability 1 − β her advise is not published in period one, butsending 1 allows her to learn the type of the editor and so, to behave optimallyand maximize her payo� in period two. In partiular, if m1 = 1, the journalist'stotal payo� is −λJ

1 (1−β)−λJ
2 (1− θ)(1−β)d. On the other hand, if the journalistdeviates and sends m1 = 0, she pays ost d for lying but her report is publishedfor sure in period one. Additionally, she annot learn the type of the editor (hene

β̂ = β) and annot do better than separating in period two. It implies a totalpayo� of −λJ
1d− λJ

2 (1− θ)(1− β), whih is always smaller than the previous one,given the restrition β ≥ 1 − d. Hene, if w1 = 1, m∗
1 = 1.Summarizing, there is an equilibrium in whih the journalist fully dislose herinformation in period one, the honest editor publishes the journalist's report andthe biased editor always publishes 0 if and only if λJ

1 ≥ (1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)
d+(1−β) λJ

2 and
λJ

2 ≥ (1−β)−d

(1−θ)(1−β)(1−d) λ
J
1 hold (a su�ient ondition for the seond inequality tohold is β ≥ 1 − d). The following proposition formalizes this result.Proposition 1. An informative equilibrium in period one followed by a partiallyinformative equilibrium in period two exists if and only if β ≥ 1 − d and λJ

1 ≥
(1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)

d+(1−β) λJ
2 .Corollary 1. An informative equilibrium in period one, followed by a partiallyinformative equilibrium in period two, is more likely to exist the higher is the priorprobability that the state is zero, θ; the higher is the prior probability that theeditor is honest, β; the higher is the ethi of the journalist, d; and the higher is thejournalist's weight of period one, λJ

1 , relative to the weight of period two, λJ
2 .This result presents a omparative stati analysis. Note that the higher theethi of the journalist, d, the higher the ost of lying and so, the higher the proba-bility that information is transmitted in period one. This (latter) probability doesnot depend, however, on the ost of a delay in publiation, c. It means that, for theinformative equilibrium to exist in period one, the important aspet is the honestyof the journalist and not the tehnology used to proess news. On the other hand,the last part of Corollary 1 says that if the seond period is su�iently importantto the journalist, no information transmission ours in equilibrium in period one.The idea is that if the journalist assigns high importane to the seond period7If the journalist deviates in period one, her optimal response in period two is, ∀w2 ∈ {0, 1},

m2 = w2 if a1 = 1 and m2 = 0 if a1 = 0. 11



payo�, learning the type of the editor beomes of speial relevane. Note that thisinentive is higher, the longer the horizon of the game. In this sense, if we were toonsider that the game plays for a �nite and higher than two number of periods,we would expet the weight that the journalist assigns to those periods to be highenough and so, no information to be revealed in period one.To summarize, we observe that if period one is not important enough to thejournalist, she does not reveal her information in the present. It raises the questionof under whih onditions the journalist �nds it pro�table to sreen the editorfor his motives in period one and so, learn how to behave in period two. Butsimilarly, we may wonder whether the editor himself has inentives to failitatethe journalist's job by signaling his type so as to guarantee that the journalistonforms to his motives in period two. In the remaining of the setion, we analyzethese two types of behavior.Sreening senarioThis setion deals with the analysis of the inentives of a journalist to fool theeditor in period one so as to unover his motives and learn how to behave tomaximize her seond period payo�. In this ase, it is the journalist who sari�esher �rst period payo� in order to inrease future rents.The main issue here is the behavior of the journalist. Thus, we assume that theeditor has a given strategy (as previously, we onsider that the honest editor followsthe journalist's advise and the biased editor stands on poliy 0, independently of thereport) and study the onditions under whih there is an equilibrium in period onein whih the journalist pools at message 1. Note that, by so doing, the journalistsreens the motives of the editor. We thus all this kind of equilibrium an sreeningequilibrium.Let us onsider that suh an equilibrium exists. In the equilibrium path, thejournalist learns the motives of the editor. Hene, for m1 = 1, the posterior beliefthat the journalist has on the editor being honest is 0 when the latter publishes
a1 = 0, and it is 1 when he publishes a1 = 1. Out of the equilibrium path (when
m1 = 0), the posterior belief that the journalist has on the editor being honest is
y when the latter publishes a1 = 0 (hene β̂ = y in this ase, with y ∈ [1 − d, 1]),and it is z when the editor publishes 1 (hene β̂ = z ∈ [1 − d, 1] in this ase).Note that d ∈ (0, 1). Thus, out of the equilibrium path, the journalist assignspositive probability to the editor being honest and so, she will always reveal herinformation in period two.Regarding the posterior belief that the editor has on the state being 0, it is theprior θ when the journalist sends the equilibrium message 1; and it is x ∈ (0, 1)when she sends the out of the equilibrium message 0. With these posteriors athand, we now analyze the behavior of the players.Consider the ase of the biased editor. Note that his deision problem is thesame as previously (the posterior probability on the state of the world that is nowdi�erent does not a�et his deision), and so, for all m1 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗1 = 0 for thebiased editor. 12



Consider now the ase of the honest editor and suppose that the journalistsends the equilibrium message m1 = 1. Choosing ation a1 = 1 guarantees theeditor that the journalist will play a separating strategy in period two, whih giveshim a payo� of 0 in the last period. However, the editor is now unsure aboutthe state of the world, and so, publishing a1 = 1 implies a payo� of −λE
1 θ inperiod one. On the other hand, publishing a1 = 0 implies a �rst period payo�of −λE

1 [c + (1 − θ)], as the editor inurs in ost c for disregarding the journalist'sreport, with the new ation orresponding to the true state just with probability θ.Additionally, publishing a1 = 0 implies a seond period payo� of either −λE
2 (1−θ)or −λE

2 (c+ θ), that orrespond to the ases where the editor hooses either a2 = 0or a2 = 1, respetively.8 Hene, for a1 = 1 to be the best response of the honesteditor to m1 = 1, ondition λE
2 ≥ max{2θ−1−c

1−θ
, 2θ−1−c

c+θ
}λE

1 must hold. Note that if
2θ < 1+c, the former inequality holds; then, a∗1 = 1 in this ase. Note, additionally,that if 2θ > 1+c, max{2θ−1−c

1−θ
, 2θ−1−c

c+θ
} = 2θ−1−c

1−θ
. To summarize, if m1 = 1, a∗1 = 1for the honest editor if and only if λE

2 ≥ 2θ−1−c
1−θ

λE
1 . Let us now onsider that thejournalist deviates and sends m1 = 0. In this ase, the journalist will always playa separating strategy in the seond stage, whih guarantees the editor a payo� of

0 in period two.9 Regarding the �rst period payo�, it is −λE
1 (1 − x) if the editorpublishes a1 = 0, and it is −λE

1 [c + x] if he publishes a1 = 1. Hene, if m1 = 0,
a∗1 = 0 for the honest editor if and only if x ≥ 1−c

2 .Finally, let us analyze under whih parameter on�guration the journalist �ndsit optimal to pool at m1 = 1 in period one. To this aim, note that if the journalistsends m1 = 1, her seond period payo� is −λJ
2 (1 − θ)(1 − β)d; whereas if shedeviates and sends m1 = 0, it is −λJ

2 (1 − θ)(1 − y).10 Regarding the �rst periodpayo�, if w1 = 0, it is optimal to send m1 = 0, whih implies a payo� of 0; whereassending m1 = 1 implies a payo� of −λJ
1 [d+(1−β)]. Hene, if w1 = 0, m∗

1 = 1 if andonly if λJ
2 (1−θ)((1−y)−(1−β)d) ≥ λJ

1 ((1−β)+d). On the other hand, if w1 = 1(and regarding the �rst period payo�), it is optimal to send m1 = 1, whih impliesa payo� of −λJ
1 (1− β); whereas sending m1 = 0 implies a payo� of −λJ

1 d. Hene,if w1 = 1, m∗
1 = 1 if and only if λJ

2 (1 − θ)((1 − y) − (1 − β)d) ≥ λJ
1 ((1 − β) − d).Summarizing, for all w1 ∈ {0, 1}, m∗

1 = 1 if and only if λJ
2 (1−θ)((1−y)−(1−β)d) ≥

max{(1−β)+d, (1−β)−d}λJ
1 . As d > 0, the aforementioned ondition simpli�esto λJ

1 ≤ (1−θ)((1−y)−(1−β)d)
(1−β)+d

λJ
2 . Proposition 2 below formalizes this result.Proposition 2. A sreening equilibrium in period one followed by a partially in-8The optimal poliy in period two depends on the value of θ as ompared to c.9After a deviation to m1 = 0, the posterior belief that the journalist has on the editor beinghonest (either y or z) must be greater or equal than 1 − d. As d < 1, the posterior belongs tothe interval (1 − d, 1]. In words, out of the equilibrium path, the journalist either thinks thatthe editor is honest or she is unsure about the motives of the editor. As we onsider that apartially informative equilibrium is played in the seond period of the game, it implies that, ifthe journalist deviates to m1 = 0 in period one, she will always play a separating strategy inperiod two.10If the journalist deviates in period one, her optimal response in period two is, ∀w2 ∈ {0, 1},

m2 = w2. 13



formative equilibrium in period two exists if and only if parameters satisfy λE
2 ≥

2θ−1−c
1−θ

λE
1 and λJ

1 ≤ (1−θ)((1−y)−(1−β)d)
(1−β)+d

λJ
2 ; and beliefs out of the equilibrium pathsatisfy x ≥ 1−c

2 , y ≥ 1 − d and z ≥ 1 − d.The next result presents a omparative stati analysis.Corollary 2. A sreening equilibrium in period one, followed by a partially in-formative equilibrium in period two, is more likely to exist the smaller is the priorprobability that the state is zero, θ; the higher is the tehnologial ost, c; the higheris the prior probability that the editor is honest, β; and the higher are the journalistand the editor's weights of period two, λJ
2 and λE

2 , relative to their weight of periodone, λJ
1 and λE

1 respetively.Note that there is no lear-ut predition when it is parameter d that varies.The reason is that an inrease in the ethi of the journalist makes more likely thata partially informative equilibrium exists in period two; but at the same time, aninrease in d raises the ost of manipulating information and so makes less likelythat a sreening equilibrium exists in period one. The �nal e�et thus depends onthe partiular value of d as ompared to the rest of parameter values.From Corollary 2 we observe that the higher the weights that both players at-tah to period two, the higher is the probability that a sreening equilibrium exists.The reason is straightforward. The higher the importane of period two, the moreutility the players are willing to sari�e in period one in order to inrease theirseond period payo�. Corollary 2 also onludes that the journalist sends message
1 more often the higher is the prior probability that the editor is honest. Or tosay it di�erently, the journalist �nds it more pro�table to manipulate informationand sreen the editor the higher her belief that the reeiver is honest! The reasonis that, as the biased editor makes 0 more frequently than the honest type, thepayo�-loss assoiated to pool at m1 = 1 is smaller when the editor is honest thanwhen he is biased.The journalist has, nevertheless, another way of manipulating information:reporting 0 for any state of the world. There is, however, no equilibrium in whihthe journalist �nds it pro�table to pool at m1 = 0 (and the editor behaves aspreviously), if we assume that a partially informative equilibrium is played inperiod two.11 Note, additionally, that there is no inentive to pool at m1 = 0 as itannot be used as a sreening devie.To summarize, eteris paribus the behavior of the editor, if we onsider that apartially informative equilibrium is played in period two, manipulation of informa-tion in period one neessarily translates into an unonditional support for poliy 1.Furthermore, the probability that this kind of manipulation of information ours11To see it, onsider w1 = 1. The payo� to the journalist when she sends m1 = 0 is −λJ

1 d −
λJ

2 (1 − θ)(1 − β); whereas her payo� if she deviates and sends m1 = 1 is −λJ

1 (1 − β) − λJ

2 (1 −
θ)(1 − β)d. As the ondition for the existene of a partially informative equilibrium in periodtwo is β̂ ≥ 1 − d, and β̂ = β in this ase; it is easy to see that if w1 = 1, m1 = 0 is not optimal.Hene the impossibility. 14



in equilibrium inreases with the belief that the editor is honest.Signaling senarioLast, this setion intends to analyze the inentives of the editor to failitate thejournalist's job by signaling his type in period one so as to make sure that thejournalist onforms to his motives in period two. In this ase, it is the editor whosari�es his �rst period payo� so as to inrease future rents.In this ase the main issue is the behavior of the editor. Hene, we assumethat the journalist has a given strategy (to reveal her information) and study theonditions under whih there is an equilibrium in period one in whih the honesteditor publishes 1 and the biased type publishes 0. Note that, by so doing, thehonest editor di�erentiates from the biased type and signals his motives. We thusall this kind of equilibrium a signaling equilibrium.Let us onsider that suh an equilibrium exists. In the equilibrium path, thejournalist perfetly learns the motives of the editor. Hene, for all m1 ∈ {0, 1}, theposterior belief that the journalist has on the editor being honest is 0 when thelatter publishes a1 = 0, and it is 1 when he publishes a1 = 1. The posterior beliefson the state of the world are determined by Bayes' rule. With these posteriors athand, we now analyze the behavior of the players.Consider the ase of the biased editor. For all m1 ∈ {0, 1}, the biased editor�nds it optimal to hoose a1 = 0, whih guarantees him a total payo� of, at worst,
−λE

1 c; whereas hoosing a1 = 1 implies a �rst period payo� of, at most, −λE
1 .Then, for all m1 ∈ {0, 1}, a∗1 = 0 for the biased editor.Consider now the ase of the honest editor and suppose that the journalistsends message m1 = 1. In this ase, the total payo� to the editor if he publishes

a1 = 1 is 0, as the report published orresponds to the true state in period one andadditionally, he signals the journalist his type and guarantees the highest payo� inperiod two; whereas publishing a1 = 0 implies a �rst period payo� of −λE
1 (1 + c).Hene, if m1 = 1, a∗1 = 1 for the honest editor. Now onsider the ase that thejournalist sends message m1 = 0. Here, publishing a1 = 1 implies a total payo�of −λE

1 (1 + c), as there is a delay in publiation and the position adopted doesnot orrespond to the state of the world, although it guarantees a payo� of zeroin period two. On the other had, deviating and publishing a1 = 0 implies a �rstperiod payo� of 0 but a seond period payo� of either −λE
2 (1 − θ) or −λE

2 (c + θ),that orrespond to the ases where the editor hooses either a2 = 0 or a2 = 1,respetively.12 Hene, if m1 = 0, a∗1 = 1 for the honest editor if and only if
λE

2 ≥ max{ 1+c
1−θ

, 1+c
c+θ

}λE
1 .Finally, we analyze under whih parameter on�guration the journalist �ndsit optimal to truthfully reveal her information in period one. To this aim, notethat for any message in period one, the journalist learns the type of the editor.Hene, she guarantees a seond period payo� of −λJ

2 (1−β)(1− θ)d. Now suppose12If the editor deviates to a1 = 0 in period one, m2 = 0 in period two. Then a∗
2 = 0 or a∗

2 = 1depending on the value of θ as ompared to c. 15



that w1 = 0. In this ase, sending m1 = 0 implies a �rst period payo� of −λJ
1β;whereas sending m1 = 1 implies a payo� of −λJ

1 (d+(1−β)) in period one. Hene,if w1 = 0, m∗
1 = 0 if and only if β ≤ 1+d

2 . Suppose now that w1 = 1. Then,sending m1 = 1 implies a �rst period payo� of −λJ
1 (1 − β); whereas reporting

m1 = 0 determines a �rst period payo� of −λJ
1 (d + β). Hene, if w1 = 1, m∗

1 = 1if and only if β ≥ 1−d
2 . Therefore, for all w1 ∈ {0, 1}, m∗

1 = w1 if and only if
1−d
2 ≤ β ≤ 1+d

2 . Proposition 3 formalizes this result.Proposition 3. A signaling equilibrium in period one followed by a partially in-formative equilibrium in period two exists if and only if λE
2 ≥ max{ 1+c

1−θ
, 1+c

c+θ
}λE

1and 1−d
2 ≤ β ≤ 1+d

2 .The next result presents a omparative stati analysis.Corollary 3. A signaling equilibrium in period one, followed by a partially in-formative equilibrium in period two, is more likely to exist the more ethial thejournalist is, d; and the higher is the editor's weight of period two, λE
2 , relativeto his weight of period one, λE

1 . Additionally, if θ is high (spei�ally, θ > 1−c
2 ),the smaller the prior probability that the state is zero, θ, and/or the smaller thetehnologial ost, c; the more likely that a signaling equilibrium, followed by a par-tially informative equilibrium, exists. In ontrast, if θ is low (spei�ally, θ < 1−c
2 ),an inrease in either θ or c inreases the likelihood that a signaling equilibrium,followed by a partially informative equilibrium, exists.From Corollary 3 we learn that there is not a monotoni relationship betweenparameters θ and c, and the existene of a signaling equilibrium. To see it, notethat for the honest editor to be willing to publish a1 = 1 when he knows that thetrue state is zero, it has to be the ase that seond period payo� is su�ientlyimportant and furthermore, that the ost of publishing a1 = 0 (to whih the jour-nalist responds with m2 = 0), in terms of seond period payo�-loss, is importantenough. This is the ase when θ is low, in whih ase the editor's best responseto m2 = 0 is a2 = 1, and either θ or c inrease. It is also the ase when θ is high,in whih ase the editor's best response to m2 = 0 is a2 = 0, and either θ or cderease.Regions of existeneThe fat that we onsider that a partially informative equilibrium is played in theseond period of the game imposes a restrition on posterior probability β̂, thatmust satisfy ondition β̂ ≥ 1− d, in ase the unertainty about the motives of theeditor does not disappear after the �rst period. In Figure 1 bellow we illustratethe regions where, aording to posterior β̂ and parameter d, there might existequilibria of the types we have analyzed.
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Figure 1: regions of existene of equilibriaNote that in an informative equilibrium, the journalist perfetly learns the motivesof the editor when the state is 1 in period one, but does not when the state is 0.Hene, in the relevant ase, β̂ = β and thus, β ≥ 1−d determines the region wherean informative equilibrium may exist. In a similar vein, in a sreening equilibrium,the journalist does not learn the preferenes of the editor when she reports 0 inperiod one; hene, in the relevant ase, β̂ = y. In the sreening senario, there is,additionally, another ondition involving posterior probability y that must hold.It is (1− y)− (1− β)d ≥ 0. Then, 1− d ≤ y ≤ 1− (1− β)d determines the regionwhere a sreening equilibrium may exist. Note that the bigger the β, the �atterthe upper bound 1 − (1 − β)d and so, the greater the region where the sreeningequilibrium may exist. Finally, in a signaling equilibrium, the unertainty aboutthe motives of the editor is always solved in period one, β̂ ∈ {0, 1}. However,ondition 1−d
2 ≤ β ≤ 1+d

2 determines the region where a signaling equilibrium mayexist in period one.From Figure 1 above we observe that the region where an informative and asignaling equilibrium may oexist satis�es ondition 1− d ≤ β ≤ 1+d
2 . Straightfor-ward alulations show us that this is also the region where the two aforementionequilibria may oexist with the sreening equilibrium.Proposition 4. The region where the informative, the sreening and the signalingequilibrium (followed, in all the ases, by a partially informative equilibrium) mayoexist, satis�es onditions: (i) 1 − d ≤ β ≤ 1+d

2 and; (ii) either λE
2 ≥ 1+c

1−θ
λE

1 or
λE

2 ≥ 1+c
c+θ

λE
1 , depending on whether θ > 1−c

2 or θ < 1−c
2 , respetively.Proof. First, in the region where the sreening and the informative equilibriummay oexist: (1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)

d+(1−β) λJ
2 ≤ λJ

1 ≤ (1−θ)((1−y)−(1−β)d)
d+(1−β) λJ

2 . A neessary on-dition for this inequality to hold is (1 − β)(1 − d) ≤ (1 − y) − (1 − β)d, whihsimpli�es to y ≤ β. As 1 − d ≤ y in a sreening equilibrium, we obtain 1 − d ≤ β.Seond, in the region where the sreening and the signaling equilibria may oexist:
λE

2 ≥ max{ 1+c
1−θ

, 1+c
c+θ

, 2θ−1−c
1−θ

}λE
1 . There are two ases: (i) If θ > 1−c

2 , 1+c
1−θ

> 1+c
c+θ

.Additionally, in this ase, 1+c
1−θ

> 2θ−1−c
1−θ

, as θ < 1. (ii) If θ < 1−c
2 , 1+c

c+θ
> 1+c

1−θ
.17



Additionally, in this ase, 2θ − 1 + c < 0, then 2θ − 1− c < 0. This ompletes theproof.Additionally, from Figure 1 above we also observe that if 1−d
2 ≤ β < min{1+d

2 , 1−
d}, the only equilibrium that may exist is the signaling equilibrium. In words, ifsignaling ours in period one, there is a partially informative equilibrium in periodtwo for values of β (spei�ally, β < 1−d) for whih it annot exist otherwise. Thisimplies that if the journalist believes that the editor is quite likely to be biased,we do not need a so ethial expert in order to sustain the partially informativeequilibrium in period two, but the type of ommuniation assoiated with thatequilibrium an be reahed even with a less honorable expert. This result has aninteresting reading: in orrupt environments, where editors are usually biased, an(honest) deision maker (that onsistently assigns a high probability to the beliefthat the advisor has on him being biased) signals his motives for parameter valuesfor whih there is no other type of ommuniation (of those studied). Roughlyspeaking, in orrupt or biased ontexts, it is quite likely that the honest deisionmaker signals his motives and so, di�erentiates from the dominating biased type.4 Welfare analysisIn the paper we onsider a game between an advisor and a deision maker whosebehavior a�et not only their own welfare but the welfare of the itizens who, forsome reason, rely on the output of the ommuniation proess. In the ontext ofa freelane journalist - editor game, these itizens are the readers or viewers of themedia outlet. In this setion we analyze the welfare impliations of the previouslyonsidered modes of ommuniation. Depending on whih is the role of the player,we talk of news suppliers (journalist and editor) and news onsumers (readers).The way to ompute welfare depends on whether the player partiipates in theprodution of news or not. We thus analyze the two ases separately.Welfare analysis of news suppliersLet us fous on the region in whih the three aforementioned equilibria may oexist,
1 − d ≤ β ≤ 1+d

2 . Let us refer to welfare as the payo� of a player in a partiularsenario.Lemma 1. If λJ
1 ≥ (1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)

β
λJ

2 , the journalist maximizes her welfare in theinformative senario. Otherwise, she prefers the signaling senario. Additionally,in the two ases, the journalist obtains her smallest payo� in the sreening senario.Proof. The welfare of the journalist is: (i) in the informative equilibrium, θ(−λJ
2 (1−

θ)(1−β))+(1−θ)(−λJ
1 (1−β)−λJ

2 (1−θ)(1−β)d); (ii) in the sreening equilibrium,
θ(−λJ

1 (d + (1 − β))) + (1 − θ)(−λJ
1 (1 − β)) − λJ

2 (1 − θ)(1 − β)d and; (iii) in thesignaling equilibrium, θ(−λJ
1β) + (1 − θ)(−λJ

1 (1 − β)) − λJ
2 (1 − θ)(1 − β)d.18



Comparing (i) and (ii), we obtain that the journalist prefers the informativeto the sreening equilibrium. In partiular, she prefers (i) to (ii) if and only if
λJ

1 ≥ (1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)
d+(1−β) λJ

2 , whih is a neessary ondition for the existene of the in-formative equilibrium. Comparing (i) and (iii), we obtain that the journalist prefersthe informative to the signaling equilibrium if and only if λJ
1 ≥ (1−θ)(1−β)(1−d)

β
λJ

2 .Last, omparing (ii) and (iii), we obtain that the journalist prefers the signalingto the sreening equilibrium. In partiular, she prefers (iii) to (ii) if and only if
β ≤ 1−d

2 , whih is a neessary ondition for the existene of the signaling equilib-rium.From Lemma 1 we learn that, unless seond period payo� is su�iently im-portant, the journalist prefers the informative senario to the signaling senario.We also observe that when the journalist believes that the editor is very likely tobe biased, she then prefers the signaling to the informative senario. The reasonis that if the editor is very likely to be biased, seond period payo�s assoiatedwith an informative equilibrium in period one are not high enough. In this ase,the signaling equilibrium has the advantage of maximizing seond period payo�s,although it dereases �rst period rents. Last, regarding information manipulation,we observe that the journalist prefers the editor to sari�e his �rst period payo�to her inurring in suh a ost.Lemma 2. The honest editor maximizes his welfare in the informative senarioand obtains his smallest payo� in the signaling senario.Proof. The welfare of the honest editor is: (i) in the informative equilibrium, 0;(ii) in the sreening equilibrium, θ(−λE
1 ) and; (iii) in the signaling equilibrium,

θ(−λE
1 (1 + c)). As c > 0, the proof follows.Lemma 2 says that the honest editor prefers that the journalist onforms tohis opinion to him risking his �rst period payo� so as to signal his motives. Asexpeted, we obtain opposite results for the biased editor. The reason is that,given that the biased editor always publishes the same poliy, any intend fromthe journalist to learn the motives of the editor must be foused on altering thebehavior of the honest type. Similarly, if it is the editor who moves, it has to bethe honest type who announes his motives.Lemma 3. The biased editor maximizes his welfare in the signaling senario.Additionally, if λE

1 ≥ (1−θ)λE
2 , he prefers the informative senario to the sreeningsenario. Otherwise, he prefers the sreening senario.Proof. The welfare of the biased editor is: (i) in the informative equilibrium,
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2 (1 − θ)c) + (1 − θ)(−λE

1 c); (ii) in the sreening equilibrium, −λE
1 c and;(iii) in the signaling equilibrium, (1 − θ)(−λE

1 c). Simple algebra ompletes theproof.We now rank the three ommuniation strutures based on total welfare ofnews suppliers. Here, for all t ∈ {1, 2}, per period welfare is19
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1 c]. Hene, news suppliers prefer the signalingsenario to the sreening senario if and only if λJ
1 (1 + d − 2β) ≥ λE

1 (2β − 1)c.There are two ases: (i) β ≤ 1
2 . In this ase, 2β − 1 ≤ 0 and 1 + d − 2β > 0. (ii)

1
2 < β. In this ase, 2β − 1 > 0 and 1 + d − 2β ≥ 0, as β ≤ 1+d

2 .Proposition 5 says that if the editor is likely to be biased, β < 1
2 , the bestsenario is that the (honest) editor signals his private information. This result isindependent of c. Hene, even when there is a high ost for a delay in publiation,news suppliers (jointly) prefer that the editor inurs this ost to announe hismotives. However, if the editor is likely to be honest, β > 1

2 , there is not a lear-ut predition and the best senario depends on the weights that players use toponder period one. Roughly speaking, signaling is best when the editor is theplayer less interested in period one. Finally, note that the higher the value ofparameter d and/or the smaller the value of parameter c, the broader the regionwhere news suppliers (jointly) prefer the signaling senario to the sreening one.To omplete the analysis, we ompare the welfare of news suppliers under in-formation transmission with their welfare under information manipulation. Theanalysis determines that for an informative equilibrium to maximize their jointwelfare, ondition λJ
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1 (β + (1 − β)c)} must hold. Roughly speaking,information transmission is better the higher the probability that the editor ishonest. Additionally, high valuations of period one, relative to those of periodtwo, are ondutive to information revelation being welfare maximizer. Likewise,high valuations of period two are ondutive to information manipulation beingbest. In this ase, Proposition 5 above determines the regions where news suppliers(jointly) prefer signaling to sreening and vieversa.Welfare analysis of news onsumers: quality of the ommuniation pro-essHere we analyze welfare from the news onsumers point of view. To this aim, weassume that readers value information, more preisely true information. In thisase, there is a simple and intuitive way to ompute the welfare of news onsumers:a ommuniation proess is better than another when it implies more aurate in-formation. Following Austen-Smith and Wright (1992), we measure the quality of20



a ommuniation proess, or equivalently, the welfare of news onsumers, as theex ante probability that the "wrong" report is published. In our two period game,it is
∑

t∈{1,2} [P (wt = 0)P (at = 1) + P (wt = 1)P (at = 0)]as states w1 and w2 are drawn independently and a2 does not depend on any �rstperiod variable.Straightforward alulations show that the probability that the wrong report ispublished in the sreening equilibrium, followed by a partially informative equilib-rium, is θβ+2(1−θ)(1−β). Note that θβ+2(1−θ)(1−β) is also the probability thatthe wrong report is published in a signaling equilibrium, followed by a partiallyinformative equilibrium. The reason is that the biased editor always publishes 0,whih implies that the wrong position is adopted with probability (1−θ)(1−β) ineah period; and the honest editor publishes 1 in period one when the right reportis 0, either beause he follows the journalist's advie (sreening senario) or be-ause he publishes 1 as a way to signal his motives (signaling senario). Sreeningis thus equivalent to signaling in terms of quality of the ommuniation proess.Proposition 6. News onsumers are indi�erent between the two types of infor-mation manipulation: sreening and signaling. They both yield the same quality ofthe ommuniation proess.To say it di�erently, both types of information manipulation yield the sameprobability of publishing the wrong report. Hene, itizens would be indi�erentbetween the two types of information manipulation, as both yield the same welfare.As we should expet, this probability (of an error) is higher than in the informativeequilibrium (followed by a partially informative equilibrium). In this ase, the qual-ity of the ommuniation proess is 2(1− θ)(1− β), i.e., two times the probabilitythat the state is one and the editor is biased. Last, the quality of the ommunia-tion proess is always higher when there is a journalist, even if there is informationmanipulation, than where this player is not involved in the game. In the latterase, the probability of an error is 2(θβP (θ < 1
2) + (1 − θ)(1 − β + βP (θ > 1

2 ))),whih simpli�es to β +2(1− θ)(1−β) if we assume that θ is uniformly distributedin [0, 1]. To summarize, information manipulation inreases the quality of the om-muniation proess as ompared to a senario without advising; and dereases thequality as ompared to a situation of informative advising.5 ConlusionWe model strategi ommuniation as a game between an advisor and a deisionmaker, in whih the advisor has private information on a poliy-relevant state ofthe world but laks information on the motives of the deision maker. This senarioallows us to explore the inentives of the players to strategially use information to21
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